Laser Mini Mouse
Laser Mini Mouse, For the mobile professional, USB+PS/2 with retractable cable

MODEL CODE
M-MOQ

FEATURES
■ Laser sensor technology registers more surface detail, enabling you to use the mouse on more surfaces than a standard optical mouse (such as glass).
■ Powerful laser module provides amazing tracking ability.
■ Compact 3 button laser mouse with scroll wheel and retractable USB cable for organised portable usage.
■ Scroll wheel including third button with programmable functions.
■ Suitable for USB and PS/2

Laser Mouse
Professional Laser mouse, 1600dpi, 5+1 office programmable hot key, USB + PS/2

MODEL CODE
M-MOJ

FEATURES
■ Laser sensor technology registers more surface detail, enabling you to use the mouse on more surfaces than a standard optical mouse (such as glass).
■ Powerful laser module provides amazing tracking ability.
■ Navigate page forward and backward by convenient buttons.
■ Use convenient Office hot key for your Office application.
■ Suitable for USB and PS/2

Wireless Optical Mouse
Wireless RF 5 button optical mouse, single scroll with office hotkey, rechargeable cradle, USB+PS/2

MODEL CODE
M-MSC

FEATURES
■ Powerful 800 dpi optical sensor for twice the speed and twice the accuracy of standard optical mice.
■ Digital radio technology for the ultimate cordless freedom.
■ Optical sensors that glide across almost any surface with no moving parts and no cleaning needed.
■ 3 customizable buttons for total control over the screen.
■ Built in with Cradle for Recharging the Batteries. Fits right and left hands.
■ Convenient scroll wheel for Scroll Bar controlling on OS.
■ Office Selector Optical Mouse with Office Hot Key

Wireless Laser Mouse
RF Laser Mouse, 1600dpi, rechargeable battery set w/cradle receiver, office programmable key, USB+PS/2

MODEL CODE
M-MOY+MRB

FEATURES
■ Powerful laser module provides amazing tracking ability.
■ Enjoy ultra precise and smooth operation.
■ Unique shape for comfortable operation.
■ Easily scroll through documents browse.
■ Use convenient Office hot key for your Office application.
■ Excellent cordless performance.

Notebook Travel Kit
Includes optical mini mouse, 4 port mini USB hub, USB light, retractable RJ-45 & RJ11 cables

MODEL CODE
NB-UM3

FEATURES
■ Ergonomic Design, Cool and Comfort.
■ Conventional carry bag.
■ Notebook kits.
■ Compact 4 Port USB2.0 Hub.
■ Retractable phone and network cable.
■ Optical 3D Mice.
■ Flexible USB light.

Wireless Presentation Mouse
Wireless radio frequency control - line of sight not required.
■ Built-in laser pointer.
■ Hand held portable design.
■ Thumb controlled trackball.
■ No software required.
■ Windows 95/98/2000/Me/XP compatible.

MODEL CODE
M-PU727
TYPE
USB & PS/2